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Abstract: When President John F. Kennedy signed the Equal Pay Act of 1963, pay discrimination on the basis of gender was made illegal in the US. However, nearly 70 years later, women today are still earning less money than their male counterparts, only 79 cents for every dollar a man makes, indicating the existence of a gender wage gap. This 21 cent difference in the earnings of women compared to their male counterparts not only negatively impacts the wealth accumulation of women, it also has a direct impact on the emotional wellbeing and mental health of women in that women are more likely to suffer from depression and anxiety as opposed to their male counterparts. One study that followed the careers of female and male MBAs found a $150,000 difference in earnings just 9 years after the students had graduated. Another study found that when a female’s income was less than their male counterpart’s, the odds of experiencing depression within the prior year of answering the survey was 1.96 times higher in women and they were 2.5 times more likely to experience anxiety compared to men. One theory that tries to explain an aspect of the gender wage gap is the “Motherhood Penalty” which implies that as women become mothers, they often work less hours and therefore earn less money. As a result, fathers will often step up and compensate for the missed hours and experience the “Fatherhood Premium”. However, research shows that the difference in hours mothers and fathers worked accounts for at most 15% of the Fatherhood Premium which therefore suggests that the discrimination of mothers and upholding of “old fashioned notions about parenthood” are to blame for the “Fatherhood Premium” fathers experience. Overall, the systematic discrimination of women in the work field should be combated with legislation, specifically the Paycheck Fairness Act which would bolster women’s equal pay protections.
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1. Introduction

Over 50 years ago, the Equal Pay Act of 1963 was introduced and signed into law by President John F. Kennedy in the US, making pay discrimination on the basis of gender illegal [1]. Despite the existence of laws that prohibit wage discrimination, women in the US are still earning less than their male counterparts working the same jobs. The gender wage gap refers to the difference in the earnings of men and women. While many experts have used different methods and processes to calculate the gender wage gap, the majority of the findings and conclusions all came to a consensus that “women consistently earn less than men” [4]. To be exact, the gender wage gap is 21 cents, meaning women only earn 79 cents for every dollar a man made in 2019 [7]. While this value may seem insignificant, the 11 cent difference translates into a $9,766 difference between the median annual earnings of men and women [17]. This gap in the earnings of women compared to men not only negatively impacts the wealth accumulation of women but also negatively impacts the emotional wellbeing and mental health of women, as women are more likely to suffer from depression and anxiety as opposed to their male counterparts.

2. The Effects of the Gender Wage Gap on the Wealth Accumulation of Women

The gender wage gap has been shown to negatively affect the wealth accumulation of women living in the US. A study conducted by Orkideh Gharehgozli and Vidya Atal identified the existence of a wage gap between the genders that persisted in the 30 year time period they observed from 1986 to 2016. Using the Luxembourg Income Study, a wealth database which “contains household and individual-level data on labor income”, Gharehgozli and Atal were able to calculate the Big Mac Index, “an alternative to measure... disparity in currency values”, dividing each individual’s income by the price of a Big Mac, adjusting for years, and then dividing it by 365, to determine the number of Big Macs an individual could
afford daily [10]. “In all the years and in all deciles, women made less burgers per day compared to men” [10]. In 1986, the overall average number of burgers for the top decile was 59. That year, women in the top decile “made wages equivalent of 37 burgers per day” [10]. Compared to the average number of burgers for the top decile alone, women were making 22 burgers less which can suggest the existence of the structural discrimination against women. Additionally, men in the top decile in 1986 were making wages equivalent to 76 burgers per day, more than double the burgers women were making [10]. This reveals that men were earning significantly more money than women, suggesting that women were accumulating less wealth compared to their male counterparts even though all those observed in this example were in the top decile. In 2000, men in the top decile earned 112.1 burgers compared to the 56.4 burgers women earned in the decile [10]. Even in 2000, men made significantly more burgers compared to women. Similar to the results in 1986, men made more than double than women did. This not only suggests a significant difference in the incomes of men and women, but that there was a persistent gender wage gap in the top decile.

Even in industries where there are more women than men, women earn 14% less compared to their male counterparts working the same jobs [11]. In another study by Marianne Bertrand¹, Claudia Goldin⁴, and Lawrence F. Katz⁵, the careers of MBAs who graduated from the Booth School of Business of the University of Chicago, between the years 1990 and 2006 were followed and their careers examined, to observe if the progress and accomplishments graduates had achieved differed by gender. A year into the study, it was recorded that men earned an average salary of $130,000 while women earned $115,000 [13]. While the $15,000 difference between the salaries seems drastic, this value is significantly lower compared to the $150,000 difference in earnings calculated 9 years after the graduates had left school. Just nine years into the careers of the observed MBAs, it was found that women were earning roughly 60% less than their male counterparts which can drastically decrease the wealth accumulation of women throughout their career. Men’s salaries averaged $400,000 while women’s salaries averaged $250,000 (Kliff). This means that the wage gap more than doubled nine years into the careers of the observed MBAs.

3. The Motherhood Penalty

Some, like Kim A. Weeden⁶, Youngjoo Cha⁷, and Mauricio Bucca⁸ believe that the wage gap women experienced was largely due to female MBAs experiencing “greater career discontinuity and shorter work hours... associated with motherhood” [3]. In a sense, women are penalized for having children while men experience the “fatherhood premium” [19]. According to Weeden, it was found that “the motherhood penalty is between 6 percent and 15 percent per child”. Working mothers are more likely to enter part-time work compared to working fathers and so their number of hours worked and wages drop. When men become fathers, their paid work hours increase 40 hours per child annually and their hourly pay increases by 4% per child [19]. Weeden, Cha, and Bucca explain that when women become mothers and work fewer hours, men often step up and work extra hours to compensate for the missed hours. However, the difference in hours worked explains “at most 16% of the bonus” fathers experience, as concluded by Michelle Budig⁷. Budig found that the fatherhood bonuses men experience are offered regardless of the wives’ work hours. In fact, “even when wives work continuously after a birth, husbands’ earnings still rise” [5]. Budig suggests that discrimination against mothers and the upholding of “old-fashioned notions about parenthood” where fathers are perceived to be more committed and stable in their work while mothers are perceived to be more distracted and unreliable explains the motherhood penalty [14]. Thus, the difference in hours worked by women compared to men can only explain a fraction of
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the gender wage gap. In another study by Ronit Dinovitzer10, Nancy Reichman11, and Joyce Sterling12, a significant wage gap was identified among female lawyers and their male counterparts [6]. Using “nationally representative data to examine… salaries of lawyers working fulltime in private practice,” a gender wage gap of 5.2% was identified. Similar to the $15,000 initial discrepancy observed in Bertrand, Goldin, and Katz’s experiment, the 5.2% gap appears to be relatively modest. However, a 5 percent difference in return on investment over a lifetime is substantial and evidence suggests “that small differences in… earnings of male and female lawyers early in their career may become magnified over time” indicating less wealth accumulation for women [6]. Even though the men and women were similarly situated, with controls for human and social capital, fields of practice, geographic locale, demographic background, and were compared at a point in their careers where earnings were most similar, the 5.2% disparity was still evident, ruling out factors such as credentials, opportunity paths and structures, legal markets, and work profiles as factors that would fully explain the wage gap which the researchers had initially hypothesized (Dinovitzer, et al). Instead, the researchers concluded that “an underlying structure of inequality that devalues women” was responsible for around 75% of the wage gap identified. Thus, the gender wage gap negatively impacts the wealth accumulation of women as they earn less money compared to their male counterparts and therefore realize a smaller wealth.

4. The Effects of the Gender Wage Gap on the Mental Health of Women

The gender wage gap negatively impacts the emotional wellbeing and mental health of women. Jonathan Platt13, Seth Prins14, Lisa Bates15, and Katherine Keyes16, researchers at Columbia University, “reviewed a subset of data from one of the largest national surveys on … psychiatric disorders, administered to more than 22,000 working adults” between the ages of 30 and 65, discovered that women were more likely to suffer from depression and anxiety as opposed to men [9]. When men and women earned similar wages, their likelihood of experiencing depression or anxiety were roughly the same. However, in simulations where “female income was less than the matched male counterpart, odds of both disorders (major depressive disorder and generalized anxiety disorder) were significantly higher among women versus men” [15]. The odds of experiencing depression within the prior year of answering the survey was 1.96 times higher in women and they were 2.5 times more likely to experience anxiety compared to men. Additionally, in simulations where the female income was greater than the matched male income, “the higher odds ratio for women for both disorders were significantly attenuated” [15]. This indicates a correlation between the “increased prevalence of depression and anxiety disorders in women” and the presence of psycho-social stressors, specifically lower wages for same work (Steig). Moreover, in a study by Daniel Kahneman17 and Angus Deaton18, it was determined that a correlation between high income (with a threshold of an annual income of $75,000) and higher levels of emotional well-being, was discernible. Using the Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index, Kahneman and Deaton “analyzed the responses of more than 450,000 US residents surveyed in 2008 and 2009” and recorded information on the emotional well-being of the observed group. As described by Kahneman and Deaton, emotional well-being “refers to the emotional quality of an individual's everyday experience… that makes one’s life pleasant or unpleasant” and a trend was observed where a positive relationship between an individual’s emotional well-being and their annual incomes was observed. Kahneman and Deaton also found that “less money is associated with emotional pain” which can further explain the higher rates of depression and anxiety among women earning less money compared to their male counterparts [12]. In addition to the mental health consequences that women experience, an underlying structural discrimination of women in the workplace is also indicated, as reflected through their pay. Platt, Prins, Bates, and Keyes had initially hypothesized that “women affected by the wage gap would be more likely than men to internalize negative workplace experiences” [18]. Kim Churches19 adds that an individual’s
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self-esteem and self-confidence can often be derived from their work. An individual's accomplishments and pay tend to reflect the amount of success and value that the person holds in the eyes of a higher level administrator, so when women are paid less compared to their male counterparts, they tend to feel underappreciated and undervalued. These negative feelings of frustration and dissatisfaction are often internalized and lead women “feeling more depressed or certainly anxious” (Steig).

5. The Potential of the Paycheck Fairness Act

To address the significant difference in the wages of women compared to their male counterparts as well as the mental health effects that women experience, stricter work discrimination laws, specifically the Paycheck Fairness Act should be enacted. The Paycheck Fairness Act was made to “strengthen equal pay protections for women... expanding upon the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and...Fair Labor Standards Act”, which haven’t been successful in closing the gender wage gap due to inadequate enforcement tools and remedies [16]. This act aims to strengthen penalties for equal pay violations and prohibit retaliation against workers who inquire about their employers’ wage practices or share their wages [8]. It would also require companies “to share with the Department of Labor how much they’re paying employees and demonstrate... salary differences are based on factors other than sex, such as education or experience”, encouraging companies to provide equal pay for equal work regardless of gender which can have a significant impact on the gender wage gap, making it more narrow [16]. This act has the potential to significantly reduce the impacts of gender wage gap on women and with more women earning more money, there will most likely be fewer cases of women suffering from depression and anxiety from lower wages, meaning that it would effectively kill two birds with one stone, forcing companies and organizations to pay their female workers fairly and curbing the number of female depression and anxiety cases.

6. Conclusion

A study by Morten Bennedsen 20, Elena Simintzi 21, Margarita Tsoutsoura22, and Daniel Wolfenzon23 suggests that “disclosing disparities in gender pay” can boost the number of women hired and increase the number of female promotions in a company and therefore curb the gender wage gap [2]. The researchers had observed a 7% shrink of the wage gap from 18.9% to 17.5% using data they collected from 2003 to 2008 on “Danish companies before and after the introduction of the country’s 2006 Act on Gender Specific Pay Statistics” [2]. The results discovered by the researchers suggest the success of the Paycheck Fairness Act and its potential to shrink the gender wage gap along with some of the negative effects of the gap and thus, the Paycheck Fairness Act should be enforced. The creation of acts and bills such as the Paycheck Fairness Act suggests the acknowledgment of the importance of the gender wage gap by government officials and while the gap has steadily narrowed in recent years, without proper laws and acts in place, the gap might persist for another 40 years.
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